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Chosen Area

Level 3



Observations



Entrances/Exits



Spatial Organization



Lounge and Rooftop



Experiences



Finding 2-22a was indeed a task!

Wait! Is it in the 
same floor?



● Unclear and often goes unnoticed
● First timers struggle with the direction due to the organic shape



Which one is what in the first look?

“Well that is for 
biodegradable wastes”- 
Mental model



Users



Staff and Students
(non-visitors)

Aim: to find staff and professors’ room 

● If the user comes from the lifts in front, 

there is no signage on which direction to 

go as the signage can only be found near 

the lifts behind → insufficient guidance

● If the user comes from staircase, the 

professor’s room area might not be easily 

seen → not easily discoverable

● There is no signage/map that 

summarises the room number that user 

has to walk around until they find their 

destination → not intuitive

● The glass door does not seem welcoming 

and open, and its opening direction is 

confusing → not so friendly for first timer



Visitors

Aim: to find lounge and rooftop

● If the user comes from the lift, there is no 

signage on which direction to go → 

insufficient guidance

● If the user comes from staircase, they can 

easily find the lounge but not the rooftop 

→ not easily discoverable

● There is no signage on how to get to the 

rooftop (not on the highest level) → not 

intuitive

● The rooftop door is not distinctive, hidden 

at the end of the aisle and looked like 

another emergency exit door → not so 

friendly for first timer



Analysis



What are the areas 
of the building that 
work well and are 
easy to navigate?

● The lounge is comfortable and located at a 

strategic location that can be easily found

● Overall, the level 3 area looks minimalist and 

professional

Level 3 Area has minimalist style and comfortable 

environment that can be helpful to be a conducive 

working environment and refreshing area



What are the areas 
that do not work 
well? Why?

● Lack of signages to show where to walk to 

the hidden staircase to the rooftop, may be 

frustrating for a first time visitor

● There is also no indication of which side is 

the staffroom and which is the admin office

Level 3 Area has insufficient guidance as the 

location of the some rooms are not easily 

discoverable and it is generally not intuitive nor 

friendly for first timer



What are the 
various uses/ 
activities both 
informal and 
formal that you 
observe?

● Generally, the main functions of Level 3 are:

- Resting (Lounge)

- Recreational and scenery (Rooftop)

- Work (Staff rooms and administrative 

office)



Map Designed



Guidelines Solutions

● Better spatial layout

● Sufficient guidance to find the location of 

the not easily discoverable rooms

● Intuitive and friendly for first timer

Ideas

● Provide direction with reference to known 
buildings

● Include the room number
● Interaction points
● Color coded based on different categories

Functional & Playful







The End



FLAWS FOR LEVEL 
3 DESIGN

Lack of signages to show where to walk to the hidden 
staircase to the rooftop. It may be frustrating for a first 
time visitor. 

There is also no indication of where the staffroom and 
the admin office are.. (like which is which) 



Strength of level 3 
design

Can be split into 3 main areas where 1) lounge :resting 
2) rooftop: greenery and scenary (outdoors) 3) staff 
rooms and admin office: work  


